
Emoji Name iOS Google Samsung

grinning

grinning with smiling eyes

grinning with tears of joy

rofl

smiling face with open mouth

smiling face with open mouth and smiling eyes

smiling face with open mouth and sweatsmiling face with open mouth and sweat

smiling face with open mouth and tightly-closed eyes

wink

smiling face with smiling eyes

face savoring delicious food

smiling face with sunglasses

smiling face with heart eyes



face blowing a kiss

kissing face

kissing face with smiling eyes

kissing face with closed eyes

smiling face

slightly smiling face

hugging face

thinking face

neutral

expressionless

face with no mouth

face with rolling eyes

smirking face



persevering face

disappointed but relieved face

face with open mouth

hushed face

sleepy

weary

tired

sleeping

relieved face

face with stuck-out tongue

stuck out tongue winking eye

tongue out eyes tightly closed

unamused



face with cold sweat

pensive

confused

upside down face

slightly frowning face

confounded

worried face

disappointed face

face with steam from nose

crying face

loudly crying

frowning face with open mouth

face with open mouth & cold sweat



fearful

anguished

grimacing

astonished face

face screaming in fear

flushed face

dizzy face

pouting face

angry face

smiling face with halo

smiling face with horns

angry face with horns

skull



skull with crossbones

pile of poo

grinning cat with smiling eyes

cat face with tears of joy

smiling cat with open mouth

smiling cat with heart eyes

cat with wry smile

kissing cat with closed eyes

pouting cat face

crying cat face

weary cat face

santa claus

person biking



person mountain biking

flexed biceps

backhand index pointing left

backhand index pointing right

Index Finger Pointing Up

Index Finger Pointing Up (Brown Skin)

Index Finger Pointing Left

Index Finger Pointing Left (Brown Skin)

Index Finger Pointing Down

Index Finger Pointing Down (Brown Skin)

Index Finger Pointing Right

Index Finger Pointing Right (Brown Skin)

backhand index pointing up



bird/middle finger

backhand index pointing down

sign of the horns

raised hand

OK hand

thumbs up

thumbs down

raised fist

oncoming fist

waving hand

heart

beating heart

broken heart



2 hearts

purple heart

yellow heart

green heart

blue heart

sweat droplets

fart/dashing away

dog face

rabbit face

paw print

turkey

bird

tropical fish



blossom

evergreen tree

shamrock

watermelon

hamburger

pizza

hot dog

soft- serve ice cream

cookie

coffee

wine glass

cocktail

beer



champagne

fork and knife

globe showing Americas

automobile

bicycle

airplane

airplane departure

airplane arrival

toilet

shower

sun

white medium star

four-pointed star



cloud

sun behind cloud

sun behind small cloud

sun behind large cloud

cloud with rain

umbrella

umbrella with rain

lightning/high voltage

snowflake

snowman with snow

snowman without snow

fire

Christmas tree



soccer ball

baseball

basketball

volleyball

football

tennis

flag in hole

spade suit

heart suit

diamond suit

club suit

white spade suit

white diamond suit



white club suit

white heart suit

eighth note

sixteenth note

beamed eighth notes

multiple musical notes

quarter note

beamed sixteenth notes

musical flat sign

musical natural sign

musical sharp sign

movie camera

envelope



up arrow

right arrow

down arrow

left arrow

peace sign

menorah

high brightness

check mark/light mark

heavy check mark/white heavy check mark

eight-pointed star

US flag

Shaka/call me hand


